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1 Introduction

This paper deals with the mixed Dirichlet-Neumann problem for the two-dimensional Stokes

operator on a simply connected domain fl with a positively oriented polygonal boundary F. The

notation concerning the polygon are those of Grisvard[20]. Thus, T = Uyii Fy has vertices 5,,

open sides F, =]5,_i,5,[, (50 = SM) and interior angles w,- e]0, 2JT[ at Sj. Let N and D be a

partition of {1,..., M}. Denote the trace operator on Tj by 7,- and the unit outward normal to

r,- by Vj = (vj,i/j). A volumic force / = (/i,/a) : H >-* 5R2 acting upon a slow viscousfviscosity

1 for convenience) incompressible flow in the body O, with the adhesion and traction conditions

as boundary regime on UyguFy and UjerfTj respectively, the stationary Stokes problem consists

of finding the velocity u = (uj,U2) : n *-* Jft2 and the pressure p : n <—» SR of the fluid as formal

solution of

7inCl, (1)
2

i J f c i ^ = 0, i = l , 2 , i f j € J V (2)

where U = (u , p), 7 = (/ , 0) and (ff,i)i<i,jt<2 is the stress tensor:

p) ~ -pS{ + (dkUi + diUk). (3)

The well-posed ness (in the weak sense) of the problem is considered in Section 2. The

particular case when (2) reduces to the pure Dirichlet problem (JV = 0) has been extensively

studied from the point of view of the singular decomposition of the solution (see e.g. Kellogg It

Osborn[23,3l], Grisvard[20,21] and Dauge[12,14]). The corresponding results have been useful

in improving both the accuracy and the rate of convergence in the error estimates of the finite

element method (FEM). (See e.g. Raviart et al.[ll,18,19], Bernardi ii Raugel[2], Lozi[25] and

Temam[34]).

Although the extension of this singular decomposition result to the solution of problem (1)-

(2) (cf. Section 3) takes a lot of space, our main purposes in this paper are:

(a) (Section 4) To give explicit formulae for the coefficients of singularities, which have a direct

and important meaning, e.g. as stress intensity factors in Mechanics;

(b) (Section 5) To derive "good" approximations for the solution and for the coefficients.

The formulae presented here (Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4) are based on the method of

Maz'ya & Plamenevskii [26,28] on general systems of elliptic problems and complete the works



Dauge et al.[15,16,17] where several problems of Mechanics are studied. The proofs are merely

sketched to avoid technical details which will, however, appear elsewhere as, e.g. in Chettab[8]

for the particular case when JV = 0.

Regarding (b), we first emphasize that, as reported by several authors, the major difficulty in

the approximation of the Stokes problem is to properly take into account the incompressibility

condition divu = 0. (See, e.g. Ciarlet[9], pp. 280-283, for a summary). Instead of consider-

ing discrete divergence free velocities in the classical variational formulation, a process which

often results in sophisticated finite elements, we shall work with an alternative approach of

wider applicability, namely that of approximating the incompressibility condition in the mixed

formulation (5) below.

More precisely, the classical mixed FEM of Raviart et al.[11,18,19], that converges slowly

(Theorem 5.3) because of the lack of regularity of the solution, is, thanks to the formulae in

(a), modified into a mixed Dual Singular Function Method (DSFM) with better approximations

for the solution and for the coefficients of singularities (Theorems 5.4-5.7). The results extend

to mixed methods the improved convergence analysis studied by Blum & Dobrowolski[3,4],

Bourlard et al.[6] and Moussaoui[30] in the framework of classical variational problems for which

Lax-Milgram lemma holds.

In its equivalent formulation of Theorem 5.7 where the trial and test spaces are augmented

finite element spaces, the mixed DSFM may look like the well-known Strang & Fix(33], chap. 8,

Singular Function Method (SFM). However, the DSFM has the main advantage of providing,

easily, explicit approximations of the coefficients of singularities with the same optimal order of

convergence which is identical to that of the discrete solution. On the contrary, the approximate

coefficients of the SFM do not converge in many cases and even when they do the convergence

is always slow. (For a comparative discussion, see e.g. Blum[3], p. 191, Blum k. Dobrowolski[4],

p. 54 U p. 62, Bourlard et al.[6], p. 75 and Grisvard[20], p. 396).

2 Well-posedness of the problem

We shall work with the classical Sobolev spaces H*(n) (s > 0) of distributions v on H satisfying

either £, . ,<, Jn {LTv^dx < oo if s € N or v € Hm(Q) and E W = « J n x n d ^ t * ) - ^ ( y ) ! 2 / -

11 - y\2+io)dxdy < oo if * = m + v, m G N , a €]0, l[. The standard notation (.; .),,n and ||.||,,n

will be used (even for related quotient spaces) for the natural inner product and associated norm.



Considering the three-dimensioned space of rigid displacements

and setting

Hh(tl) := {v G H^Cl); 7yi> = 0, j € £>} and ig(fl) := {? e L3(fl); (q; l)0,n = 0},

the basic spaces of interest to us are:

X := ^ ( f l ) ' / * if D = 0; X := 1T£ (fl) otherwise;

M := Ll(Q) if JV = 0; M := L2(fi) otherwise.

The hypothesis on the datum is:

/ € L2(n)2 with (/; r)0>n = 0, Vr € £, for D = 0. (4)

Problem (l)-(2) is considered in the mixed (variational) sense: Find (utp) E X x M such that

a(u,v) + b{v,p) = (/; tf)0|o V« € X; 6(u, g) = 0 Vg € M, (5)

where

a[w,v) := - J 3 (Sjttu, + d,-u»t; 3*̂ -,- + 3,-vi)0,n; 6(v,?) := - ( ? ; diuv)0,n. (6)

Theorem 2.1 TAe mixed problem (5) has exactly one solution (u,p) £ Jf X M which depends

continuously upon f £ X'; this is equivalent to saying that u is the unique solution of the classical

variational problem: Find u €V :^ {v E X; divv = 0 in Cl} suck that

a{u>v) = (/;«)o,n Vt» € V. D (7)

Proof. Since the right-hand sides of the equations in (5) are linear continuous on X and M

respectively, Theorem 2.1 will follow if we show that the continuous bilinear forms in (6) satisfy

the two hypotheses (a) it, (b) below of the abstract theory of Babuskaflj and Brezzi[7]:

(a) o(.,.) is coercive on V (in fact on X here).

This is a consequence of Korn inequality and Rellich theorem (cf. theorem 2.4.2 in Raviart it

Thomas[32] for D ^ 0 and adapt, to Jf1(fl)*/J2, the proof of theorem 3.1.1 in Ciarlet[9] when



(b) b(.t.) satisfies the inf-sup condition, i.e. 3£ > 0 such that V? € M, sup ^& > P\\q\\a,n-

It is known that the operator div : HQ[Q)2 >-»• LQ(CI) has a linear continuous right inverse

£ € £[I%(fl), Hfitfl)2) and this yields the inf-eup condition in the case when JV = 0 (cf. Girault

k. Raviart[l9], Corollary 2.4, p.24 and p.8l).

The operator I will still be used to prove the inf-sup condition for the case JV ^ 0 which we

consider now. Let us decompose uniquely any q E I?(ft) as q = qo + qoo € LQ(CI) ®H. We take

moo € Jff^ffl)2 such that (1; div u>oo)o,n = ~Sa^* an^ w e define

ttf := 9oot«oo - " (̂ffo) G flz>(ft)2 where a := 0 if 90 = 0, a := 1 + goo M""0?̂  otherwise.
Il9o|lo,n

A direct computation shows that fc(u;, g) = |j?||o,n an(^ (Mkn ^ c|i?||o,n- (c > 0 representing

here and below various constants independent of q k w, the latter inequality is, for 90 ^ 0,

based in particular on |a| < 1 + C||]?jp ). In conclusion

sup ft5l > * i^l >
i llv!lin IMIin

. This proves the inf-sup condition for JV ^ 0 & Z? 7̂  0 and also for D = 0 because Vv €-

= &(!})*, infre« ||ti + r||1>n < Nli.n- •

3 Singular behaviour of the solution

The Stokes problem (1) & (2) being elliptic in the sense of Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg, the

method of studying the singular behaviour of its weak solution near angular points is standard

(see e.g. Kondrat'ev[24], Grisvard[20] and Dauge[l3]). We therefore sketch this part, restricting

ourselves to those aspects and notation which are useful to the next two sections.

We start from a solution (u,p) € ffp(n)2 x L7(n) of the distributional problem (1) ic (2).

We fix a vertex Sj0 and related polar coordinates (rJO, B^) defined in such a way that the sides

9jo =0 and 0;o = w,0 of the infinite sector Gj0 := {r^e1 '*; rj0 > 0,0 < $]0 < UJ0} contain FJO+1

and Tj0 respectively. (The value wj0 = ir is authorized only when (jo, jo +1) G D x JV or JV x D).

For convenience, we drop the subscript jb whenever possible. Then (u,p), extended by using an

appropriate cut-off function and trace result, is solution of a local problem of the form (l)-(2)

in G with divu = f$. Performing the transformations

U = [Ui,Ui,Us) = (tiicos0+ u2 sin 0,~ui sin 0 + u2 cos 6,rp), (8)



Fs{FuFa,F9) =

U(T}$) = I"0 r-r-lU{rt9)drt r € C, (Mellin), (10)
JQ

we obtain the following system of ordinary differential equations in 9 depending analytically

upon the complex parameter r (Her > 0):

L{r)U(*,•) = **{*>•)on]0,w[; B(T)U{T,.) = 0 for? = 0 & tf - w. (11)

(The 3 x 3 matrix £(r) obtained first by Kellogg & Osborn[23] as well as the 2 x 3 matrix B(r)

of boundary differential operators are given explicitly in the table before Lemma 4.1 of the next

section).

Since the operator M(T) := {L(T),B(T)} in (11), with domain E where the homogeneous

boundary conditions are prescribed, is elliptic in the sense of Agranovic & Visik, problem (11) is

uniquely solvable for all r G C except for a discrete set of r which are poles of the meromorphic

function r •-» M'1^) from C into £[ffm(0,w)2 x fl^+^O.wJjfiT^'fO.u;)2 x ffm+1(0.w)) n

E], m € N (see e.g. Dauge[l2] when N = 0). The residues of tVAT^rJ^ r , . ) at these poles

appear in the computation of the inverse of the Mellin transform (10) and generate singular

functions of the solution (u,p). Some useful properties of these poles, resulting from simple

computations, are collected in

Lemma 3.1 a) The vector-valued function F^^M'1^), with

/ , + l)eDxD~Nxll (12)

^w(r) : = r2 sin2 w — cos2 rw otherwise, (13)

ia holomorpkic on C. Consequently, r is a pole of M - 1(r) of order K(r) iff r is a root of

multiplicity K(T) (< 2) of the transcendental equation

FU{T) = 0. (14)

b) For any pole r, the dimension of ktrhi{r) is one.

c) T = 1 is a double root of (IS) & (14), a basis ofkerM(l) being {(0,0,1)} if (jb, jb +1) € D x D

and {(0,1,0)} if (jb, j^ + 1) € JV x N ,: the root r = 1 becomes simple iff

u; ̂  tana;, t.e. w # 1.43JT. (15)



Furthermore, T = 1 it not a root of (IS) & (14) iff

;
 ! w/(2Jfc+l)^, * = 0,±l,±2,. . . (16)

d) For U = K, the numbers T = k + \, k = 0, ±1 , ±2,... are double roots of (IS) & (14). D

Remark 1 Formulae (12) & (13) agree with the fact that the Stokes problem is the limit

case of plane elasticity when the Poisson coefficient v —* | , i.e. the associated Lame coefficient

X —+ 00. To see this, one may consider the formal limit of the elasticity transcendental equation in

Grisvard[21] and Merouani[29]. In connection with the biharmonic operator A2, the expressions

(12) Ac (13) are particular cases of those in Blum & Rannacher[5]. D

In order to construct the singular functions, we fix a pole r of M~l{r) of order K[r) and

a basis if'1 = (y^ .y^ .y j ' 1 ) € C°°[0,u;]3 of kerM{r) (cf. Lemma 3.1). If K{r) = 2, we, in

addition, fix a C~[0,w]3-function 0 # /-* = (yl'2,yj'2,y5'2) such that

t p^I^^I-v- - 0 o» ]o,.[i ± p^^i! ,„ / • '

Note that such yr'2 exist. For example, a particular (force) solution of (17) is, up to the mul-

tiplication by a suitable constant, the residue at the fixed pole r of A(~1(A)[—jj-'|>=ry
T'1], as

may be seen from the Laurent expansion of this function around r. (Any system (yTlt)i<t<K(T)

with the above properties is called a "(direct) Jordan chain" of M(r) corresponding to the pole

r; cf. Maz'ya & Plamenevskii[26,28]). From (11) and Lemma 3.1, one easily deduces:

1^—-y", ct G C. (18)
t=l 1=1 \l lr

Define the CTO[0,w]s-functions

*/.« = {<p\l,<pTil,<p?) := (yl'1 cos9 - yT/sin9,y['1 sin 9 + yT/cos9,yT/). (19)

An application to (18) of the inverse of the transformation (8) yields the local singular functions,

p\l^t,r-WA (20)

termed also (Maz'ya L Plamenev8kii|26,28]) "power solution of order t" corresponding to the

pole r, as UJ'1 solves the homogeneous local problem relative to (l) and (2). We are now in a

position to specify the decomposition of the solution into a regular and singular parts.



Theorem 3.2 Assume, for all angles wy of the polygon and corresponding roots ry of (14) that

(16) and

RtTi ± 1 (21)

hold when D £ 0 & N ^ 0 while (IS) w considered together with (21) for T}- ^ 1 «n the other

cases. Then, the solution U s (u,p) € i7£(n)2 X L2(Q) of (l) & (2) admits the singular

representation

J (22)

where:

• UR = [uRlPR) € (H}j(Q) n H2(fl))2 X tfx(n) i» *Ae reefer part;

• Uri<* := f?yi/.T-"' G ^ ( f l ) 2 x L3(n) ore the singular functions in (20), fj, = ^(r,-) e

being a cut-off function identical to one near the vertex Sj and with support not intersecting

any other side of the polygon different from those adjacent to SJ;

• pT'tt G C are coefficients depending continuously upon the datum f G £2(fi)2 . •

(21) reflects the basic hypothesis of Kondrat'ev[24](extended by Dauge[l3,14] in the sense of

injectivity modulo polynomials) to obtain (22). When D — 0 or N = 0, (21) is violated by the

pole Tj = 1. However, the hypothesis / G £2(fl)2 in (4) allows, on replacing (21) by RtTj ^ 1 — e,

€ > 0 small enough, to obtain in the classical way the decomposition (22) with regular part in

a weighted Sobolev space. Then, the extra condition (15) and the form of the basis of kerM(l)

in Lemma 3.1 simplify formulae (17) & (18) for TJ — 1 and force this regular part to belong to

the right classical Sobolev space specified in Theorem 3.2 (cf. Dauge[12] for N = 0). D

As a direct consequence of (22) k (20), we have:

Corollary 3.3 Let <r0 = msxi<j<\t 0"o(wj) where OQ{WJ) := min{Kcrj > 0; jPWy(r,) = 0}. Under

the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, the solution (u,p) belongs to the Sobolev space H1+o(Cl)2 x Ha(n)

for every real number 0 < o~ < tro, a < 1. •

Corollary 3.3 is a "lower* regularity result because the parameter of "maximal" regularity

o is generally < 1. At least for D = 0 or JV = 0, the optimal value a = 1 is reached when fl

is convex (Kellogg & Osborn[23]). From the point of view of numerical analysis, precise lower

bounds of a are available from (cf. the graph in Blum & Rannacher[5]; cf. also Bernard! &

Raugel[2], Dauge[14] and Grisvard[22] when D = 0 or N = 0):



Lemma 3.4 The real function u> •-* ao(u) is strictly decreasing on ]0,2ir], its value at 2JT being

*f (jb, jb + 1) e D x D or N x N and 1/4 otherwise. O

4 Coefficients of singularities

In this section, we give explicit formulae for the coefficients fTi'* in (22). We follow the method

of Maz'ya & Plamenev8kii[28] as applied in Dauge et al.[16,17]. This requires the local dual

singular functions which, in the fixed sector G = Gj0, are solutions of the homogeneous formal

adjoint Stokes problem:

) = OinG (23)
2

7 , v , = 0if j e {jo,jb + 1} n D; 7, E ***$ = 0ifi e {jb,jb + 1} n N, (24)

where V = (v,q) and a\k = o'ik(vtq) := ff,jt(f,-<j) (cf. (3)).

Prom now on, it is convenient to rewrite the domain equations (l) and (23) of the Stokes

problem in terms of the more general operators £o = £ + d and t% = L* + £{:

2
£0U = (—£ ĵkfft(ii) , divu) = (-Au+Vp-Vdi'tiu, divu)

k=l

2

Tk{V) , —divv) = (—A v — Vq — Vdivv , — divv)

ilxZi = {-V<fit;U, 0) = Z\U.

The main reason for this is that, even for non divergence free velocities, we have the Green

formula

K (25)

with respect to which problem (1) & (2) and its analogue for the operators in (23) tz (24) are

formal adjoint. (It is implicitly understood that U and V have the "nice" properties that validate

(25)). As in Section 3 we work locally in G , i.e. with the functions U kV obtained from U k

"V after the transformation (8). Then (25) takes the local form:

t
(U;r-2LZ{rDr)V)0iG + X) £ (iiSh(rDr)U;r-\Ch(rDr)V)Oirj (26)



where the involved matrices of differential operators, with r = rDr, Dr = d/dr, De = d/d$,

LO(T) = L(r) + LI(T) and L^[T) = L*(T) + L{{r), are collected in the tables below.

( r) (cos0(1 - r) + smODe)Dt 0
r) = L\(r) = | (sin 0(1 - r) - cos0Z?,)(1 + r) (sin 0(1 - r) - coB$De)De 0

0 0 0

D

B(T)

T(T)

C{T)

S[r)

-Dj + 1 - r3

-2D,

D O

1
0

De
2
1
0

D9

2

L(r)
2Dt

6 De
D D

3eD
0
1

r - l
2DS

0
1

r - 1

- l + r
T2 Dt

0
DD

0
0
0
1
0
0
0

- 1

-2DS

- l - r
D D

-De
- 2
1
0

-De
- 2
1
0

L*(r)
1 2Dt

-D\ + 1 - T

-De
D D

jeN
l-r

0
1

1-T

-2Dt

0
1

l - r
2 -De

0
DD

0
1
0
0
0

- 1
0
0

The interesting point in the formulation (26) is, as in Maz'ya k Plamenevskii[27] (p.63) and

Dauge et al.[16] (lemma 3.8), the

Lemma 4.1 With respect to the Green formula (26) transposed to (0,<JJJ, the analogue of prob-

lem (11) for LQ{T) is formal adjoint to

VQ{-f)k = d on \0fu[; C(-f)fc = 0 for 9 = Qk9 - w. D (27)

From Lemma 4.1, the poles of the operators {LofrJjBfr)}"1 and {LQ{T), Cfr)}'1 are identi-

cal. It turns out (see the definition of t\ and LI(T)) that the poles relative to the two operators

{LO{T),B(T)} and {Io( r).C('")} as well as their Jordan chains (constructed as in Section 3)

are also identical to those associated with {L{T),B{T)} and {L*(T),C(T)} respectively. Thus,

all the poles are characterized as roots of the equation (14). The following deep result of

Maz'ya k Plamenevskii[26,28] guarantees a special selection of Jordan chains of {L*(T),C(T)}

or {Ll{r),C[r)}.

Theorem 4.2 Fix two poles T and r' of (L(A),B(A)}"1 corresponding to the vertex SJo. Con-

sider the singular function UT>t := r)}OlLT>t defined in (19) & (SO) from the fixed Jordan chain

{yT'*)i<t<K{T)- Then among the Jordan chains of {L*(A),C(A)} at the pole f\ there exists one,

10



denoted here by (k^'* )I<»'<JT(T'); * U C * that the specific power solution

of (£8) & (24), with V»r''* defined from kT'>l according to (19), satisfies the normalization condi-

tion:

^ y ^ ^ ' . n (29)

Remark 2 Although the functions U**' and "V »' := t ^ ^ ' 0 ' are singular near S/o, the

integrals in (29) and forthcoming similar ones are convergent. In fact, Loll*'0'* &Z £.Q"VT*>'

(and similar functions for £ k £*) are C°°(fi)3 and a(iT>°% U o'{Y'n*')vt are C 0 0 ^ ) 3

for I € {jb,jb + 1} H JV, the supports of these functions being far away from 5JO, because, by

construction, the singular functions are C°° far away from 5;o while, near Sj0, they are solutions

of the homogeneous local problems corresponding to (l)-(2) and (23)-(24). Notice also that the

definition of r)io implies that ff(Zir>o'*)ym = «r'(Vf*>'*')i/m = 0 on Tm for m ^ {jo , jo + 1}. •

Remark 3 With the comments following Lemma 4.1 in mind, with T = T' and after the trans-

formation (8), the precise requirement of Maz'ya A: Plamenevskii leading to (29) reduces to: The

system (*r'*; aT'^°, ar-*^+1)1<t<K{T), with aT'*-»:=7J- £jlJ IT|fe1*T ' ' - '-€C8 , is a Jordan chain at

f of the adjoint operator {L0(\),B[\)}* of {L0(A),B(A)}, which is dual to the chain (yT|t) of

{Lo{A),B(A)}atr,i.e.

t tf' 3

( . + , 1 ) , ^ J o ^

The sides j E D as well as the derivatives of 2\ are omitted from (30) because of the explicit form

of the operators B k. T here. In general, for problems (as those studied in Dauge et al.[16,17])

with B[T) independent of r, the second term in (30) vanishes. •

Here is the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.3 Under the hypotheses of Theorem S.£, each coefficient (?*<* in (22) has the global

representation (V^'* := rjjT''1):

n (31)
i,k=l

11



Proof. On writing (7; Tr"*)o,n = (£ott;'Vr'1')o.n = h + h + h where (cf. (22)) h -

VT"')o,n, h = (£oUs\ Yi* - Xf"()o,n {Us is the singular part) and h = (UUslW^n, (31)

follows from the computation of J3) using (29), and from that of Ix & h, using the Green

formula (25) and the last assertion of Remark 2. •

Theorem 4.3 readily yields other formulae similar to those in Blum[3],Dauge et al.[15,16,17],

Grisvard[20] and Moussaoui}30].

Corollary 4.4 Under the conditions of Theorem 4-8, we have the local formula

V

which, in the particular case when the solution li is regular far away from the corresponding

corner 5, and fl C Gj, takes the global form

In general, we have the global formula

where Wi* € Hl
D{nf x X2(n); with boundary conditions 7«Ei=i^fc('M;Tjl'W= 7/ELi f f i i ( -

'V1*.*)!/*, i = 1, 2, ifltN, is solution of £^Wt* = £5"^"* in fl. /'/n Me framework of (5), the

compatibility conditions for the existence and uniqueness of "WT''* are fulfilled owing to (SI)).

Remark 4 a) The proof of Theorem 4.3 shows that our formulas of coefficients are also valid

for solutions of the Stokes problem without divergence free velocities.

b) As mentioned in Remark 3, simplifications occur in the particular case when the pure Dirichlet

problem (N = 0) is considered. In fact, since (u;VrfivvT>'')0|n = 0 = (Vdiv»jJu;tir'p*)oin>

Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 become

This agrees with Chettab[8] which, instead of (25), is based on the more familiar Green formula

^)o,n - {U't£*V)a,n = £{(~7i(*a l"PI/j)i7jt0o,r> + (7jui7i(a •" Qvj))o,Tt)- D

j= 1 J 3

12



5 On mixed finite element methods

This last section, devoted to the approximation of the solution and of the coefficients of sin-

gularities, is an extension to mixed boundary conditions and non convex polygons of the most

simple first order method in Raviart et al.[11,18,19].

Let (7fc)h>o °e a regular family of triangulations of Cl made of triangles (with usual compa-

tibility conditions) of maximal diameter h. (Ciarlet[9] is our standard reference for FEM and

Girault k, Raviart[l8,19] for mixed FEM). Consider the finite element spaces

Wk = {zh € C°(ft); zh\T € Pj, VT € TA}; &h = {qh e L*(n); qh\T € /%, VT € Th). (32)

(Pi is the space of polynomials of degree < k). The spaces X, M and V introduced in Section 2

are approximated by

Xh := {zh + R;zh€ Wl)\tD = 0; Xh = Xh := (flj(n) n Whf otherwise;

Mh := ek n M\ Vh ~ {zh e Xk; b(zh,qh) = 0V?fc € Mh}.

The classical mixed FEM reads as : Find GhU = (G/,u,Gfcp) G Xh x Mh solution of

a(Ghutzh) + b{zh,Ghp) = (/; *A)o,n Vzh e Xh) b(Ghutqh) = 0Vqhe Mh. (33)

The second equation in (33) approximates the bcompressibility condition divu = 0. The

velocity component of any solution of (33) is clearly a solution of the discrete analogue of

problem (7): Find G/,u e Vji such that

a(Ghu, zh) = (/; zh)0,n V̂ A € Vh. (34)

Problem (34) is actually uniquely solvable by Lax-Milgram lemma. The main difficulty is to

deduce the well-poeedness of (33) from that of (34). The reason for choosing (32) is precisely to

achieve this as a consequence of the two properties below. (The couple (Pj,Po) is used here to

simplify our exposition; a recent and more simple couple is described in Girault & Raviart[19]).

Property 5.1 The orthogonal projection p^ from M onto Mh satisfies

\\q ~ Phq\\o,n < eA*-1||g||,-i,n, V? £ H-^tl) n M, 1 < « < 2 rea/,

where e > 0 stands here and in the future for various constants independent of h. •
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Property 5.2 Let Rh 6 £( i?^(f l ) 2 ;^) be the local regularization operator of ClementflO]

constructed from triangles of type (1) (see also Ciarlet[9], p. 145, and Girault & Raviart [19],

Appendix A 8). Consider the interpolation operator IIfc € £(/?£> (fl)2,Xh) defined by:

Ilhz{a) = Rh*(a)> / ( * - IUzJdff = 0 V vertices a and sides f ofalltriangles of'7J,.

Then

b{z - Uhz, qh) = 0 V?k € MA, Vz € X (35)

and the space Xh has the approximation property:

II* - n**||1|n < eh'^MUfl V« € ff'(n)3, 1 < s < 2 real. D (36)

When * is an integer, the proofs of Properties 5.1-5.2, as well as the fact that (35) together

with (36) for s = 1 imply the "crucial" uniform inf-sup condition,

inf sup [6(*fcl?*)/llftllo.n|kfclkn]>c>O, (37)

are similar to those in Girault & Raviart[l9j concerning N = 0. The case when s is not an

integer follows by interpolation. D

Theorem 5.3 a) There exists a unique G^p 6 M^ such that (GhtifGkp), with G^u the unique

solution of (84), is the only solution of (SS).

b) As h —» 0, (GkU,Ghp) converges in X x M to the exact solution (u,p) of (5), the error being

estimated by

} (38)

n} (39)

where a < 1, a < o*o, with CQ defined in Corollary S.S and Lemma 8.4, represents here and in

the sequel any real number such that a > \ t / D = 0orJV = 0 and a > \ otherwise. •

As mentioned above, a) is a direct consequence of the abstract approximation result in

Girault & Raviart[19] (Section II. 1.1) based essentially on (37). According to these authors,

there hold also the two quasi-optimal error estimates:

/ := [||« - Gfcu||i,n + ||p - GfcpHo.nl < c{ inf ||« - *k||1>n + inM|p -?* | | o ,n} (40)

||u - GfcU||o,n < el x sup 77-77-— { inf \\<pt -<Ph\\i,n + mf \\u - ik\\o,a) (41)
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where, for * e L2(Cl)2 ("compatible" if D = 0), (v?,,f,) € X X M is the unique solution of the

adjoint problem

,,^) = 0 V n € M. (42)

Part b) of Theorem 5.3 follows then from (40), (41), Property 5.1, (36) and Corollary 3.3

applicable also to (42). D

If ffo > 1, Theorem 5.3 gives the H1 x L3-convergence of optimal order one, with \\u -

Gfcu||o,n= O(h2), for the classical mixed method (33). This happens when D = 0 or N = 0 for

convex polygons (see e.g. Raviart et al. [11,18,19]). Under the more realistic hypothesis OQ < 1,

which is met for instance in the mixed boundary condition situation with at least one angle

u> = JT, the above optimal rate of convergence fails. Motivated by formulae (22) &c (31), we shall

restore this optimality by approximating iteratively the coefficients /?*>'*, the regular part UR=

{UR,PR) and the solution U=(u,p). Precisely:

a) Take the initial guess 0%'*' = 0 Vr, and t;

b) For n > 1 :

-find U%h = (itfih'PRh) e Xh x Mh, solution of the corrected mixed classical problem

k=lt,T't,t' t,T'vf

tf A n l i € Xh (43)

E (44)

-define

(TT^)^)o1r r (46)

(Notice that the correction in (43) comes from each a(uT<'* ,z^) + fc(z/,,pT*'' ) rewritten in terms

of the first Green formula (i.e., the analogue for Stokes of the Green formula on p. 53 of Raviart

& Thomas[32]) that leads to (25). Notice also that the integrals in (43)-(44) converge owing

to the regularity in Remark 2 and to the definition of £o). The iterative process (43)-(46) and

the associated theorems below are extensions to mixed methods of the improved convergence

analysis studied by Blum & Dobrowolskt[3,4] and Bourlard et al.[6] in the framework of classical

variational problems for which Lax-Migram's lemma holds.
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By (37) and the aforementioned approximation result , GhU-Y^Pf? ' G^U*'1* €Xh x Mj,

is the unique solution of (43) & (44). Thus (45) yields:

Un
h = GhU

Here are tne errors between the exact solution and the successive approximations:

Theorem 5.4

W - ft'l'n\ < ||« - «Slli4i + UP - rflhn <

| |u-«SI|o,n < cA«'+rain<1'nff>. D

Proof. The inequality between the coefficients and the solution is obvious: subtract (46) from

(31) and use the smoothness of £oVT>'' & a'('Vri't)vt in Remark 2 together with the continuity of

the trace operator. Regarding the two other inequalities, we argue by induction on n. For n = 1,

they reduce to (38) and (39) because U\ = GhU, by (47). Assume now that the inequalities

hold for n. We claim that they are also valid for n + 1. In fact, writing (47) for U^+1, with

J^ PTt't'GhUTi't', and taking into account the decomposition (22) for U, we get

U - Un
k
+1 = ( / - Gk)UR

The claim is then a consequence of the relations:

c|/tf'*' ~ jSj?'*'1"! < ||U - UZWxxMch™^1'™) (induction hypothesis);

j |( / - Gh)UR\\xxM < ch, ||(7 - GA)uji||o,n < ch^° (cf. proof Theorem 5.3.b for UR);

f|(7 - Gh)UW\\xxM < ch', ||(7 - GfcX^'llo.n < eku (cf. (38)-(39) for U<*'). D

The rate of convergence in Theorem 5.4 approaching the expected optimal value for larger

integers n, it is plausible to get better approximations at infinity. This is confirmed by

Theorem 5.5 Assume that h is small enough. Then the sequence (Z2]*)n>i converges in X X M

to some AhU =(AAtt,j4fcp). Likewise, the sequence of complex numbers {fy '")n>i converges to

/!%' . The limits are given by:

AhU = GhU+J2?h'vt'(I-GH)UT'ft'> (48)

ft* = W ' X i
i,k=i

; lta>tk W M )0,r( • (49)
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Furthermore, we have the error estimates

lkn}, . (50)

!|PH||i,n}. (51)

Proof. The notation ||.|| is used for the norm o f J fxM. From (47), (46) and the continuity of

the trace operator follows

W% - ar1!! ̂  ciiW+1 - a*ll * W-GKW^'W (52)

for some root r't of (14), with real part in ]0,l[, and some integer 1 < 1? < K(r't). As (cf.

Theorem 5.3)

Mm||(/-G»)U** l | | = 0> (53)

fc-*0

one has, for h small enough, ||(7 - G^U^'W < (1 + ci)"1 and one can conclude, from (52), that

(I/jJ)n>i is a Cauchy sequence in X x M with limit denoted by A^U. For such small h, letting n

go to infinity in (46) shows that the sequences (0%' >n)n>i have limits 0%' given by (49). The

limit in X x M of (47) is of course (48).

On the other hand, the computation of U - AhU and £*>'* - 0%'* based on (22) & (48) and

(31) & (49) yields

c a | / r " - # ' ' | < \\U-AkU\\ (54)

WW. (55)

Once again, (53) implies, for h small enough, that ||(7 - Gh)UT'ftf\\ < (1 + C3)"1; so (55) leads to

\\U-AkU\\<c\\UR-GkUR\\. (56)

The error (50) follows then from (56), (54) together with (36), Property 5.1 and (40) applied to

the regular part UR. Formula (51) is proved analogously, using Hu-yUuJIcn < c||iiR-GfcUfl||orn

and (41) instead of (56) and (40) respectively. •

Remark 5 The attracting convergence l^'-* — 0%' | = O(hl+<7), valid for problems studied by

Blum A: Dobrowolski[3,4] and Bourlard et al.[6](Theorem 4.6), seems to be not possible here

because @ft'* — fij' does not depend continuously (norm ||.j|o,n) upon u — A^u. Nevertheless,

the error I/?1*1' - 0%' | = O(h) in (50) is better and explicit compared to Strang & Fix's Singular

Function Method (SFM), as the approximate coefficients of this method do not converge in
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many cases and even when they do the convergence is poor (see the above mentioned authors

and Grisvard [20], p. 396). D

In the particular case when the parameter of maximal regularity c is well chosen, i.e. n >-

I / a , it is not necessary to consider the limit process of Theorem 5.5 since Theorem 5.4 shows

that the n-th iterates U% and ^"*>n are as good as the limits A^U and /%' . Otherwise, we have

the following direct method of computing the limits 0%' and deducing A^U from (48):

T h e o r e m 5.6 For h email enough, (fy' ) can be computed as the unique solution of the system

of linear equations

where

E E
Proof. The insertion of (48) into (49) shows that {0%' ) is a solution of the above system while

(53) guarantees the invertibility of the involved matrix for small enough h. D

Another direct method of computing the limits AhU and 0%' is described in

Theorem 5.7 {£/'>•' = («*"'•',p1"'"1*)} and {VTJ<* = (vT»',?r»')} being all the direct and dual

singular functions corresponding to 1 < j < M, 0 < Retj < 1, 1 < * < K{TJ), let us consider

the augmented finite element spaces: {Xh X Mh)+ :— {Xh x Mh) © span{UT^*}, X^ :— Xh ©-

»pan{vT^>f}, X£ := Xh®span{uT>ii}) M% := Afii©«pan{pTJ'*}. Then, for h small enough, AhU

is the unique solution of the Mixed Dual Singular Function Method(DSFM): Find BhU = (B^u,-

Bhp) € {Xh x Mh)
+ such that

a'{Bhu,zh) + b'{zh,Bhp) = (/;zh)o,n VzA € X;-, b{Bhu,^h) - 0 V/iA € Mh . (57)

luAerc a'(.,.) 6V f{., .) arc bilinear forms extending a(.,.) & 6(.,.) over X^ x X^ & X^ x

and defined as follows:

a{u>h,*h) if wk € Xt, zh € Xh

zh =

{u>h'> — A v T ' ' * — Vg T i ' * — V d»t/ vT

2
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._ j *(**•"?*) */** e Xh,mh €M£ or *h =

Proof. The basic tool is the identity
i

[ . (58)

which is a particular case of the formula (31) of coefficients as applied to f — LQW'^' and

U = UW.

For Zh G Xh, it is clear, from (48) and (33), that AhU satisfies (57). Furthermore, the

insertion of (48) into (49), in conjunction with (58), shows that AhU satisfies also the first

equation in (57) for Zh = vT*''. Thus AhU is a solution of the mixed DSFM (57).

Assume now that BhU = */* + 2 ^ ' ' ^T''*'» w i t h J/fc = (yh,Xh) G Xh x Mh, is another

solution of (57). The restriction of (57) to Zh € Xh and the well-posedness of the classical mixed

method (33) lead to \)h = GkU - £ a}'*'GhU*'^'. The first equation in (57) with zh = t^-'

implies, using (58), that (ajjf'*) is a solution of the uniquely solvable system in Theorem 5.6.

Thus a?1* = /#•* and AhU = BhU. a

Remark 6 The global formulae in Corollary 4.4 can also be used to obtain improved FEM, the

first one being well suited in boundary element technique (see, e.g. Blum[3], Bourlard et al.[6]

and Moussaoui[30j). In the particular case when N = 0, a further formula similar to (31) comes

from Dauge et al.[l7], by transforming (1) & (2) into the Dirichlet problem for the operator A2.

But, the related numerical treatment may require, quoting Crouzeix & Raviart[ll], "complex

elements of limited applicability" as, e.g. composite elements(Chettab[8]); almost-affine (Ciar-

let[9]) and compact-affine (Bourlard et al.[6]) families of finite elements. •
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